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  40 HADEETH               10 Classes    442 MB 
Shaykh Saalih al-Fowzaan’s al-Minhat ar-Rabbaaniyyah is read. Moosaa Richardson supervises and 

adds helpful commentary. The fifth hadeeth about innovation, the sixth hadeeth about the halaal 

and haraam being clear, and the seventh hadeeth about naseehah are all studied in great detail. 

  CREED & MANHAJ      21 Classes    1.14 GB 
Shaykh Rabee’ ibn Haadee al-Madkhalee’s explanation of Imaam al-Baarbahaaree’s Creed is read 

and explained at monthly sessions at Masjid Ibn Mas’oud in Cleveland, Ohio. These first 21 sessions 

cover the first 21 points of the classic work. 

  FRIDAY KHUTBAHS     11 Khutbahs   240 MB 
Energetic reminders from the last three months on topics like: the San Bernardino shootings, 

repentance, gambling, superstitions, financial responsibilities, persecution, fasting in the winter, the 

Hereafter, and the conditions of Laa-ilaaha-ill-Allaah.  

  MANNERS                   10 Classes    450 MB   +PDF 
The Meemiyyah Poem of ‘Allaamah Haafith al-Hakamee as explained by Shaykh ‘Abdur-Razzaaq Badr 

provides excellent foundations for students of Islamic knowledge to refine their character and enjoy 

a fruitful pursuit of knowledge, in shaa’ Allaah. Taught at Masjid as-Sahaabah in Columbus, Ohio. 

  AQEEDAH (FAITH)        5 Classes     147 MB 
Reading and commenting on the book, “Obstacles in the Path of Eemaan (Faith)” by Imaam as-

Sa’dee, ten common pitfalls that prevent many people from embracing true faith are introduced and 

explained. An easy class for people of all levels to follow. Very suitable for new Muslims. 

  USOOL (Principles)      10 Classes    398 MB   +PDF 
The classic primer on the principles of Tafseer by Shaykh al-Islaam Ibn Taymiyah is read & explained. 

A very important class in a time when Tafseer has become commercialized by self-taught frauds. 

  TAFSEER                     9 Classes     385 MB   +PDF 
The explanation of Soorah an-Noor by Imaam as-Sa’dee, with important topics like Islamic 

punishments for crimes like adultery and slander, as well as various Islamic manners are discussed. 

Some of these classes were taught at TROID in Canada, and others were taught in Pittsburgh.  

  TAFSEER                    10 Classes    599 MB   +PDF 
A word-by-word reading and study of the amazing explanation of Shaykh Ibn ‘Uthaymeen for Soorah 

al-Hujuraat. These first ten classes cover essential codes of conduct found in the first 12 verses. 

  FIQH of HADEETH       13 Classes     506 MB   +PDF 
The hadeeth classic, ‘Umdat al-Ahkaam, is studied in our weekly Fiqh class. These classes cover about 

the first 30 hadeeths of Kitaab at-Tahaarah (the Chapter of Purification).  

  CREED & MANHAJ      10 Classes    549 MB   +PDF 
Reading and commenting on Shaykh Rabee’ al-Madkhalee’s explanation of the famous Usool as-

Sunnah by Imam Ahmad. From the monthly classes taught at Masjid as-Sahaabah in Columbus, Ohio.  
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